
Backmuir Wood 
Variety and views 

Backmuir Wood has been in the care of the Woodland Trust since 1996 thanks to the community who helped us purchase it.  
Extensions have since been added in 2000 and 2009; the wood is now 140 acres / 57 hectares in size.

Its diverse mix of broadleaves, conifers and open glades makes Backmuir Wood the ideal home for a variety of wildlife. Stay 
quiet and you could glimpse a shy roe deer or a red squirrel scampering up a tree. Plentiful deadwood hosts insects and fungi 

that help to recycle trees and return them to the soil. Wildflowers carpet the floor in spring whilst layers of crusty lichen cling to 
surfaces providing year round colour and texture.

There are 9kms of paths to explore. Follow the paths around the perimeter of the wood and enjoy spectacular views towards 
the Firth of Tay and the Sidlaw Hills. Note these paths are not surfaced and can be muddy. Please follow the Scottish Outdoor 

Access Code. Respect others and keep your dogs under close control or on a lead.
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A gentle walk through a diverse woodland, how many species 
can you see? Look out for the “big beech tree” a spectacular
example of a notable beech tree, the focal point of the wood 
and a great picnic spot.

A firm, wide gravel path which is generally gentle with one 
moderately steep section. Follow the yellow arrows.

Big Beech Route  1.25 miles  / 2km |  Easy  |   Allow 30 minutes
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Get involved. Find out more about Backmuir Wood and our work as the UK’s largest woodland conservation charity: 
0330 333 3300  |  The Woodland Trust Scotland South Inch Business Centre Shore Road Perth PH2 8BW  |  woodlandtrust.org.uk
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